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Playfulness

prodesse et delectare

(usefulness and delightfulness)

LUSUS

lusus naturae and lusus scientiae



LUSUS NATURAE

At the same time as it makes itself visible to the 

human eyes it conceals itself under the veil of 

appearances 

Nature does not reveal its secrecy easily because 

it enjoyed the movement of changing and 

disguising, metamorphosing itself in different 

and astonishing forms



Aristotle

Ovid

Pliny

Others...

Nature

“plays” (ludere) with one who 

understands its secrets

“deceives” (ludere) who disregards 

the hidden causes



Nature plays (ludere) with who wants to hold its secrets

Simple reader  fun (lusus)

Magician  challenges

Fun and Knowledge  lusus scientiae

Playfulness as an instance that reconciles

manipulations, operations, practices and theoretical

speculations



We are perswaded that the knowledge

of secret things depends upon the

contemplation and view of the face of

the whole world, namely, of the motion,

state and fashion thereof, as also of

the springing up, the growing and the

decaying of things; for a diligent

searcher of Nature Workes, as he

seeth how Nature doth generate and

corrupt things, so doth he also learn to

do (…).

Della Porta, Natural magick, I, 10.



Natura

- considered in its an active principle (anima mundi)

- endowed by a principle of self-preservation

Prodigious effects supplied magic with useful 

knowledge by which one can quicken some long 

and laborious processes



Contra natura

Magical devices minded suitably with the purpose to 

produce certain effects in order to make the power 

(vis), which were develop within nature, visible (i.e. 

able to be manipulated) 

This vis could be used artificially into the “laboratory” 

to uncover other subtle aspects of nature



Contra natura

Not in a baconian sense

Magic approaches nature playing (ludere) with it

vexationes in magic

Nature is not put to the rack



Operations of nature were mysteries

Operating nature by devices and apparatuses means 

“operate nature from within in”

Nature = maga

Magic approaches to a nature with which one mus

“dialogue” or “play” our “deceive” (ludere), as a 

courtier does when he courts a lady



Devices are simulations of working processes of nature

They are used not only to lure nature but also to make it 

achieve what it is unable to accomplish alone

Trial and retrial and the use of different devices 

attending to several procedures in natural magic 

acquire the feature of lusus



Final remarks

The idea of mediation by means of apparatuses and

devices which revealed several processes implicated

by them, should be taken cautiously. Once devices

were part of nature and not intermediary instruments

used as a simple tools to make nature reveal its 

hidden secrets, there were no split between obsever

(magician) and nature in the modern sense. We can

say, in a broad sense, that nature was a kind of

“playground”, in which a magician should seriously

take into consideration, where he had to exercise his

abilities in lure it
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